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Every Sabbath

~ Pass this newsletter on to a friend! ~

Will America be swallowed up by globalism?
..more below

Keep Tsiyon Road
on the air.

“Arise, shine; for your light has come, and the glory of YHWH is risen on you.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and gross darkness the peoples;
but YHWH will arise on you, and his glory shall be seen on you." Isaiah 60:1, 2

Tsiyon Partner Action Points:
Time Left to Prepare for
the Remnant Exodus:

72 71 Months
Take action today!

Read Exodus 1
Listen to #47 Afflicted in Egypt
Read Matthew 1
Shabbot (Special Program this Week!
Download Remnant Exodus Cards to hand out & invite others.

Need access to the programs for Eliyahu's weekly Action Points? No problem. Sign up as a Jubilee Partner using the "Jubilee Partner" button at the
bottom of the page, once logged into Tsiyon.net

New iPhone App! More ways to connect to Tsiyon Radio here.
/

Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.
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From Eliyahu
Hello friends,
A day before the USA elections it is appropriate to pause and take stock of what is really going on at this
historic moment. The question before the nation is: will America return to its founding principles or will the
globalist juggernaut finish off America? Indeed, this is not only a political question - it is a Biblical question as
well.
As you know, I have been warning about the growing specter of globalism for a long time now, with very
specific messages in 2008. More recently, in the summer of 2015 I pointed out evidence showing that the samesex marriage decision of the USA Supreme Court was not based on the Constitution, but on UN Human Rights law. In the fall of 2015 I presented the
Beasts of Daniel Surfacing Prophecy Seminar, which rang the alarm bells on the growing control of the United Nations, with all nations signing a
treaty that year which aims at establishing a world government by 2030. I have given multiple other messages reporting on the rise of globalism in
many different aspects. I've included news articles in this newsletter showing how agencies of the USA government, under the Obama administration,
have been systematically implementing and enforcing UN policies rather than upholding USA laws. This is dramatically true in the areas of
immigration, economic policies, environmental policies and attacks on local police.
Globalism is a sinister plan, a wolf being presented in sheep's clothing, which literally intends to take over the world for the
elite. This will be at the expense of all God-given freedom, not to mention the further hording of the world's wealth, leaving
an ever-shrinking piece of the pie for the common man. These results are already being felt on a massive scale, and we
haven't even got to the endgame yet. It is little wonder that, finally, there has been political pushback against globalism and
the global elite who have been promoting globalism at every level. The big question now is: has the pushback been too little
too late?
Before we get to that, let's consider why America has been
slipping away. The simple reason is that the population has been
turning away from God and sinking into unrighteousness, and
even gross wickedness, for decades now. The founding fathers
warned the country that only a Bible-believing, God-fearing people would be able to hold
onto liberty. Insuring the moral fiber of the nation has largely been the job of the Church, yet
the Church has not only failed to be a bulwark against evil, it has often conformed to evil to
a large degree. Bottom line: selfishness rules, so wickedness reigns. 50 million abortions is
only the beginning of the nation's sins proving out this fact.
Having said that, we must
acknowledge that the corruption of the elite is far worse than that of the common folk. This
election year has been a real eye-opener for many who already knew the government is
corrupt - the eye-opener has been just how corrupt the government and the elites really are!
Indeed, corruption has permeated the government from top to bottom, with public officials at
every level having sold out the country for their own enrichment. This largely explains how
the globalists have already all but succeeded in taking over the country completely. Formerly
trusted institutions, such as the Department of Justice and the FBI are now exposed as
having been corrupted by the powerful elite. The news media has become nothing more than
the propaganda arm of the ruling party. The State Department has favored foreign entities in
a pay-to-play scheme of the Clinton Foundation, while allowing security of USA secrets to
become an international joke. Even the President was caught sending 400 million dollars IN
CASH to Iran! One wonders how much of that kicks back to the sender?
Then there is election magic [blackboxvoting.org] - voting machines that allow elections to
be fixed on a national scale. Apparently it is not enough to rob Americans of their liberty and their jobs; the elite would rob them of their vote as well.
Computer election fraud alone could provoke the country to unthinkable chaos if it is utilized and the vote tampered with.
Wikileaks has shown us unbridled corruption, not only in Clintonworld, but also in Eliteworld, which is serviced by Clintonworld. Lately this has
included leaked emails showing involvement in a satanic ritual called a "spirit dinner" - including urine, semen and lots of blood. Where do they get
the menu items for this "dinner?" Where else but from the participants in the satanic ritual? Satanic rituals like this not only appeal to the basest
possible lower nature to glorify satan, but they also promise to bring supernatural power to the participants - and power is what all of these elite
perverts are after. For years I've said that the global elite are satanists, and I've often been seen as extreme for saying so. Now, its all out in the open.
Yes, these people really are that bad ..and worse.
Leaked facts from the investigation of the Clinton Foundation reveal involvement with child sex trafficking! Just this August I presented a message on
child sex trafficking of the elite - and now all of this comes out! See the article below.
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Here is our video:

Child Sex Tra cking of the Elite

Earlier I asked this question: has the pushback against the globalist elite been too little too late?
I'm sorry, but a Jeremiad message is definitely in order here. It is too little too late. With some notable exceptions, the majority of the people in the
country are simply not righteous enough to retain what remains of liberty much longer.
I won't speculate on whether the "election" of Trump will be allowed by the elite. If they decide the popular response is too big to fix they may just let
Trump win. If that happens then the battle is just starting - a battle where the elite control all the doors and hold all the keys. In that case Trump will
have to be punished, and the American people with him. The elite will dump all the inevitable results of all of their sins on his administration as his
fault. This will result in a very rough time for America. The optics will be to show nationalism as a dinosaur from the past that doesn't work anymore.
By the time they are finished with this operation a majority of the electorate will be so unhappy with the spanking they have received they will move
to the left with a vengeance.
Of course, if Hillary is "elected" despite all of the corruption revelations, the slide toward globalism will continue unabated, and will even be
accelerated. There will be a growing resistance that will be put down, as Hillary quickly moves against all of her political foes. Pretty much, it will be
a nightmare.
Either way, we continue to move ever deeper toward the inevitable fulfillment of Bible prophecy for this final
generation.
There is one answer for the righteous. Join up and get serious with the remnant nation, preparing to go home in
the second exodus. Trust me, we will be getting away from the powder keg called "the world" just in time.
Now, about our meeting tonight. We have a whole new format for you for our live meetings! This is gonna be
great! Join us tonight at 8 PM CST to see what we are doing now. See you tonight!
Shalom, Eliyahu
www.tsiyon.org
PS - Share this Newsletter with a friend.
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WikiLeaks - Child Trafficking Ring!
Reprinted from: USAPoliticsToday.com, November 4, 2016
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Child Trafficking Ring , Nuke On Hillary

Hillary Clinton and the Clinton Foundation could very well be connected to a known child abduction ring!

Earlier today a Reddit user released a host of connected WikiLeaks emails from Hillary Clinton that connects the Clinton Foundation to a child
trafficking ring in Haiti after the disastrous earthquake.
Laura Silsby was the former director of The New Life Children’s Refuge that was stopped at the Haitian and Dominican Republic border with 33
children that they claimed were all orphans. None of the children had any kind of paperwork or documentation necessary for crossing borders or
identification. Silsby and her cohorts tried to say that they were taking the children to set up an orphanage.
After authorities investigated they realized that none of these children were orphans and that Silsby and her accomplices had stolen them during
the chaos after the earthquake.
The story starts to get interesting after the Clinton Foundation helped Silsby and her accomplices out of trouble with the law on the means that they
were doing “missionary” work.
The lawyer that represented Silsby and her accomplices was none other than a convicted human trafficker himself, one Jorge Puello Torres.
The story gets even more interesting after Huma Abedin emailed Hillary Clinton directly several times regarding Silsby and the “missionaries” that
were arrested in Haiti.
There are also plans for the amount of money that it would cost to house the children from another released email titled “After the wheels are off the
ground.”
Hillary Clinton and Huma Abedin’s extreme interest and following of the incident are suspicious enough but the fact that the Clinton Foundation
helped them get off by pressuring the authorities also points to them trying to cover their butts.
Hillary Clinton and Bill Clinton may very well be even worse than they already were known to be.
Read the full thread and emails here from the discoverer PleadingtheYiff.
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Become a Tsiyon Partner! - Free Tsiyon members can become Tsiyon Partners by signing up at any level of support, even the lowest level, to gain
access to all of our live meetings and video recordings of same. Choose your Tsiyon Partner level here: http://tsiyon.net/membership-options/ . Also,
you can choose a Tsiyon Partner level using a button in the footer of any page.
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New iPhone App!
Learn more about this and all of the ways to connect to Tsiyon Radio here.
Need to talk to us? - In the USA and Canada just call us toll free at (888) 230-2440 for help. Internationally, email us and we will arrange a phone or
Skype call for you.

Visit Tsiyon Messianic Radio
Thanks to our Tsiyon Ministry Partners for your support of this ministry!
Not a Tsiyon Ministry Partner yet? Visit our Tsiyon Website for full details.
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